Mean retinal ganglion cell axon diameter varies with location in the human retina.
We examined retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axon diameters within the human retinal nerve fibre layer in order to provide information about the possible effects of axonal stimulation when a retinal prosthesis includes the nonfoveal regions. Five pairs of eyes were obtained from donors aged from 48 to 84 years. Fixation delay ranged from 5 to 22 h. Tissue was processed for electron microscopy. Inferior and/or nasal RGC axons were on average larger than superior and/or temporal axons. The inferior retina contained some very large axons. Foveal axons were on average smaller than nonfoveal axons and had a size distribution that suggested different size groupings not seen in other samples. Peripheral versus central axons within the superior and inferior nasal retinal samples were compared; peripheral axons were significantly larger, unlike the inferior temporal samples or the samples nasal to the optic disc. Stimulus-current thresholds will change as a retinal prosthesis increases in size and encroaches on the nonfoveal axons. These changes can be anticipated based on mean axon diameter. Knowing in advance the possible outcome of electrical stimulation of the axonal population may help refine prosthetic procedures and patient training.